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Acrophobia - Fear of Heights
Of Rates, Geo-politics, Restraints & Risks 

November 2023Photo Credits: Financial Times 

~Fear of heights is often not
about how high the climb is, but
how far down the drop will be
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Fears of Policy Mis-steps & Geo-Political Miscalculations

1. High Rates: Why 'Peak Fed" Flags Incoming Pain, Not Imminent Panacea

a. “Higher for Longer” in Real Terms

b. Exacerbated by Lagged, & Variable Transmissions

2. Highs of Re-opening: Global Demand Twists, Turns & Tumbles?

a. Fading Goods-to-Services Transition with Limited Manufacturing Inflection?

b. Inconveniently High Cost Shocks both a Policy Risk & Demand Drag

3. Heightened Geo-political Risk: Conflict & Casualties

a. Oil Compounds Pain & Cost Shocks

b. Uncertainty & “Crowding Out” Risk

4. High Bar for China: Landing, Not Launching

a. Stimulus is Pain Relief, Not Structural Panacea

b. Property Dent & Confidence Deficit

c. CNY Risks

5. High USD & Asia FX: Bracing for Outflows & Volatility

a. “Real Risks” Favour USD

b. Cost shocks & Fiscal strains
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1a. Hawkish (Dot) Plot Doubling Down on “Higher for Longer”?

Q: What is it saying … of the
inflation dynamic … (that
to) achieve the same
inflation forecast … but
need another half-a-point of
(higher) Funds rate?

Powell:

Wouldn’t say that’s (inflation
persistence) something that
has appeared in recent data
… more about stronger
economic activity … if I
had to attribute one thing …
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1a. “Soft Landing” Type of Economic Revisions Validating Hawkish Skew?
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1a. Real(-ity of) Restrictive Rates …

Q: You have indicated
sufficiently restrictive will be
judged on a real rather than
nominal basis … implying
some scope for nominal cuts
next year (on softer inflation)
… is the FOMC targeting a
real …policy restriction?

Powell:

(will) know sufficiently
restrictive only when you
see it

… combination of an
unwinding of pandemic-
related demand-supply
distortions and monetary
policy’s work in
suppressing demand … is
actually working …

want (to be) confident …
this is the right level and for
now stay here … haven’t
got … confidence about
that (high enough rate) yet.
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1b. The Long & Variable Lags of Policy
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1b. In any Case, Recessions Have  Followed Sharp Rate Hikes, With Considerable  Lag

Q: Would you call a soft
landing now a base line
expectation?

Powell:

No, I would not say that …
always thought soft landing
was a plausible outcome …
there was a path to a soft-
landing … path narrowed and
widened … ultimately decided
by factors outside of our
control

Soft landing is a primary
objective … trying to achieve
…

[but subordinated to price
stability] though … worst
thing … is to fail to restore
price stability … best thing …
for everyone … restore price
stability

ability to … move carefully …
planning to …
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What this May Mean for Yields: Higher … but Not for THAT Much Longer

1) 2Y Volatile; Path Down in Late-2023
• “Higher for longer”  Amplifies two-

way volatility in 2Y yields, with 5.0-
5.4% altitude likely tested.

• Pivot expectations mount Q1-Q2 2024.
• Sub-4% into mid-/Q3-2024 not 

outlandish on “cold feet”!

2) 10Y Downside to Follow 2Y
• Testing above 5% through 5.3% as 

US exceptionalism conspires with 
debt issuances longer.

• Ironically, heightened geo-political 
risks may be supplanted by related 
debt bloat unless conflict risks flare.

• Hastening reversal of 10--2Y inversion 
(“reversion” to upward sloping curve)

3) Twitchy “Reversion”
• Less pronounced downside on Fed 

policy shifts (vis-à-vis 2Y) into mid-
H2-2024 to durably reverse “inversion”.

• But instances of sudden geo-political 
flare-ups resulting in sharp 10Y yield 
drop could fleetingly re-impose inversion 
pressures.
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Our Fed & Yield Outlook: Cold Feet May Over-take Careful Tightening Bias in H1 2024

• “Live” Dec FOMC, but Hawks Not Living it Up: Realized peak rates may be 5.25-5.50%.

• But Tightening Bias Not Shed in 2023: Nonetheless, latent/dormant tightening bias may be hard to fully

shed. Fed’s emphasis on “higher for longer” rates may linger till Q1 2024.

• Volatility: Upside yield bias from “high for longer” may be sensitive to infection on soft data points;

especially on signs of consumer pull-back. Oil is as such as two-way risk.

 “Careful” Fed may limit Yield upside: Although measured tightening calibration bias could limit

scope for strong surge in yields; 2Y amid 5.0-5.4% and 10Y 4.5-5.3%.

 Counter-intuitive Bear Steepening on Geopolitics will hasten reversion to a normal sloping yield

curve; as US debt woes on military spending drive long-end yields higher eclipsing haven demand (for

now) that ought to drags yields lower instead. But will be non-linear.

• Giving way to Sharply Softer Yields: But with Fed easing likely by H1 2024 UST yields head sharply,

albeit bumpily, lower in early-2024, picking up pace into mid-2024.
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2a. Demand Re-balancing More Red Herring than Silver Lining?

 Stark divergence in Mfg &

Svcs PMI

 Global goods-to-services

demand re-balancing “silver

lining” that buffer and buys

time?

 But the risk is that stellar

services hides recession risks

in plain sight.

 Especially as eroding savings,

high inflation, fiscal

consolidation, higher rates &

heightened geo-economic

uncertainties warn of fading

consumption boost.

 Critically, setting off far

more pernicious demand

shocks from confidence

deficit spiral.

 Despite partial tourism

offset, EM Asia’s goods

exports reliance hobble

unchecked bullishness.
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2a. To Hit Depleted Savings? 

Chart from Bloomberg
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2b. Inflation: Irascible on Shocks … Compound Policy Dilemma & Hits Demand

 Stagflation-type outcomes of elevated inflation

despite soft demand  Cost shocks hurting demand

rather than softer demand taming inflation?

 Policy dilemma inherited from pandemic-related

series of high inflation amplifies hard-landing risks?
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3a. Oil Price Shocks … Complicated by Geo-politics

Geopolitically-charged $100-120
surge not imminently unavoidable

But equally, dangers of a geo-
political flare-up in Oil is
concealed under the illusion of a
controlled war.

Nuanced point: It would take
identifiable, proximate, threats of
supply disruption of a significant
magnitude to catalyze such a
large order of Oil price agitation;

Upshot: $100-120 crude is not the
prevailing base case. But it is a
significant and growing risk;

More so, as OPEC-engineered
supply tightness and Saudi’s
Budget preference/incentives
for $100+ oil;

Amplify Crude price
sensitivities to growing adverse
geo-political supply shocks.
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3a. Oil Price Shocks … Policy Impact if Sustained … but Not Unequivocal

Powell:

Energy prices being higher (and oil price shock) … is a significant thing ….

Can affect spending … sentiments … over time … can affect consumer expectations of
inflation …

Tend to look through short-term volatility… question is how long higher prices are sustained
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3b. Heightened Uncertainty & “Crowding Out” Risks

 Insofar that fears of US debt/unsustainble fiscal trajectory dominate, yields may ironically go higher;
 as heightened (but not acute) geo-political risks is associated with increased debt issuance on defense

(Ukraine/Gaza) to a greater degree than (yield suppressing) haven demand.
 Conspires with QT & “higher for longer rates” inflation to amplify “crowding out” risks.

Chart from Bloomberg

Fed Starts 
Quantitative 
Tightening
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3b. Visualizing Pain from  Higher Rates
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Binding Structural Impediments

i) Elevated Leverage: Structurally higher credit intensity conspires with financial stability risks
(“Minsky moment”), resulting in subdued, if not sub-par growth outcomes.

4a. China: Structural Headwinds …
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4a. … Not Offset by Cyclical/Re-opening Boost

Binding Structural Impediments

ii) Geo-politics: Sanctions challenge China’s high-tech sector ambitions, posing the most binding
threat. Limited policy/diplomatic options mean unforgiving margins for miscalculation; with far-
reaching, adverse consequences.
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4a. … In Fact, Cyclical Momentum is Not Compromised by Structural Impediments

Binding Structural Impediments

iii) Confidence Deficit: By-product of uncertainty on "Common Prosperity" campaign (motivated by
complex socio-political agenda that sometimes supplant economic aims).
 Confidence overhang hampers big-ticket spend and investments, compromising growth multipliers.
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4b. Crucially, China’s Property Drag May be Hard to Reverse

Property Overhang
• Backstop/Relief critical but Fall Short!
• Financing cashflow is welcome Relief …  But
• Not Sustainable  Without  Sales  (Operating 

Cashflow) Recovery Requiring Confidence.
• Psyche of “sure win” property has changed. 
• POEs defaulting amid “Common Prosperity” 

leaves Confidence Shaky.
• Compromises growth multipliers & credit.
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4b. … And Upstream Developer Crisis Risks Adverse Feedback to Local Governments
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4c. Re-opening “Cash-Flow” Shifts Undermine CNY

i) Goods Acccount: Global goods-to-services consumption shift diminishes exceptional COVID boost to Good Surplus.

ii) Services (Tourism): Outbound Tourists to re-widen services deficit – much of it being Chinese tourists spending
overseas. Chinese tourists spending overseas in 2019 accounted for 1.7% of China’s GDP in net terms.

iii) Capital Account: Capital flight becomes an enlarged risks as political uncertainty and policy shifts (including
confiscations risks amid ‘Common Prosperity’ induce shift of funds out.
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4c. CNY Re-opening Risks Accentuated by Geo-economics
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4c. Remembering CNY Correlations

“It is stupidity rather than courage to refuse to 

recognize danger when it is close upon you” 

- Sherlock Holmes
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5. Elevated USD: Received Wisdom on “Peak USD”  from “Peak Fed”  Needs REAL-ity Check
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5. USD Bears Counting on Erosion of Spreads ... A  Gambit, Not a Guarantee!
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5. EUR: Hawkish ECB Flex May Not Persist & “Real” Challenges Remain!
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5. EUR: More So if ECB Hawks Can’t Out-Walk the Fed
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5. JPY: A BoJ Problem with a Fed Solution … Financial & C/A Shifts Should Support too
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5. AXJ: “Real” Risks to the Downside Linger
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FX: A Bumpy Path Out of USD Dominance
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FX Views: A Narrative of US Exceptionalism to Fed Cold Feet amid  Recession Risks
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